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Magazine Publishers

Companies in this industry produce and distribute magazines and other print and electronic periodicals. Major US
companies include Advance Magazine Publishers (doing business as Condé Nast), International Data Group,
Meredith, and Time Inc. Outside the US, major companies include Arnoldo Mondadori Editore (Italy), Bauer Media
Group (Germany), Gruner + Jahr (Germany), and Sanoma (Finland).

Worldwide revenue for the consumer magazine market, a major component of the magazine publishing industry,
is about $95 billion, according to PricewaterhouseCoopers. The US is the largest consumer magazine market.
Growing middle classes in India and Mexico are driving consumer magazine growth in these countries. Trade
magazines are expected to benefit from growing economies in countries such as China and Peru.

The US magazine publishing industry includes about 6,200 establishments (single locations and units of multi-
location companies) with combined annual revenue of about $38 billion.

Demand for magazines is driven largely by growth in consumer income. The profitability of individual companies
depends highly on marketing expertise. Small companies can compete by specializing in niche topics and
markets, while larger companies benefit from a wide selection of magazine titles to offer advertisers. Large
companies also have economies of scale in production and distribution. The US industry is concentrated: the 50
largest companies generate about 60 percent of revenue.

The total number of consumer magazines published in the US is greater than 7,000. Magazines compete with a
variety of print, online, and broadcast media for consumer attention.

General interest magazines account for about 60% of industry revenue; arts and leisure magazines, 25%; and
financial, professional, and academic publications, 15%.

Product Segmentation by Revenue - Census Bureau

Industry Overview

Competitive Landscape
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Most companies have an editorial staff that prepares features and a business staff that handles promotion,
production, circulation, and advertisement sales. Freelance writers are often used in addition to in-house staff.
Printing may occur at one or several locations, depending on how widely the magazine is distributed. Some
publishers operate their own printing operations, but most have contracts with outside printers who can make
more efficient use of expensive printing equipment. Even companies that use outside printers must often buy
their own paper, usually coated stock that fluctuates significantly in price.

Magazines generate revenue from two major sources, circulation and advertising, in approximately equal
shares. The bulk of circulation revenue comes from subscriptions; single-copy (or newsstand) sales account for
the remainder. Subscriptions, though typically are sold at a large discount per copy from the single-copy price,
provide steadier revenue and valuable information about a magazine's readers. Many publishers rent their
subscriber lists to marketers. Some magazines have no circulation revenue; they're specialized controlled
circulation publications sent free to individuals who have signed up to receive them.

Major advertising categories for consumer magazines are toiletries and cosmetics, apparel and accessories,
drugs and remedies, and food and food products. The two types of advertising are formatted display ads and
direct-response promotions, which include tear-outs and inserted postcards for the reader to respond to by
phone, mail, or email. Advertising rates depend on the size, color, and positioning of ads, as well as a
magazine's circulation.

Publishers and independent firms closely measure circulation because of its importance to advertisers.
Publishers usually guarantee a certain circulation (“rate base”) that may be lower than actual circulation.
Publishers can estimate circulation fairly accurately by counting subscriptions, single-copy sales to retailers, and
returns from retailers. Third-party firms, the most prominent of which are the Alliance for Audited Media (AAM),
formerly known as the Audit Bureau of Circulations, and BPA Worldwide, also conduct independent surveys.

Advertisers measure the cost of reaching a target audience by dividing the cost of a magazine ad by the number
of thousands of readers who will see it, expressed as a cost per thousand (CPM). For example, a $30,000 ad
that reaches 1 million readers has a CPM of $30. Extensive research defines the precise demographics of a
magazine's readers -- by criteria such as age, sex, income, education, location, and interests -- so that publishers
can offer advertisers a highly qualified audience. The Publishers Information Bureau tracks the quantity and
types of advertising pages in many consumer magazines. The Standard Rate and Data Service, a part of Kantar
Media, compiles information about ad rates.

Technology

Magazine publishers use computer hardware, software, and other technology to create and edit content and page
design, prepare copy for printing, and manage distribution. Ad content is digitized, and printing presses are
typically computer-controlled. Technological advances are heavily influencing the type of editorial content
published. Digital multimedia content, including slide shows, moving graphics, and video, is increasingly being
used to support or even replace the printed word.

Advances in technology also affect the way content is consumed. Consumers first transitioned from print to
laptop or desktop computers to access magazine content. Now, as the use of tablets, e-readers, and other mobile
devices grows, so does the number of publications that publish magazine apps (for smartphones and tablets) or
mobile-friendly editions. Publishers are encouraging advertisers take into account mobile readership, as well as
content accessed through social media and other third-party applications.

Typical customers are consumers (for consumer magazines) and business professionals (for trade publications
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and B2B titles). Magazine publishers try to sell their products to consumers who fall within specific demographic
categories. Single-issue copies are typically sold in supermarkets, supercenters, drugstores, bookstores, and
transportation terminals. Marketing is typically conducted through advertising (TV, billboards, websites, and in
other magazines); direct mail; and point-of-sale promotion (for single-copy sales).

Single-copy sales are significantly lower than subscription sales, but are a valuable source of new subscribers,
which is why magazines feature their own ads and inserts. Distribution of subscription copies is usually through
the US Postal Service at a special rate. Distribution of single copies is usually handled by national distributors
and regional wholesalers that have access to thousands of retail sites; TNG (formerly The News Group) is a
major national distributor. Distributors typically buy magazines at a discount from the cover price. Retailers
return unsold magazines to distributors, who shred and sell them as scrap paper.

Digital subscriptions and advertising are increasingly important components of magazine industry revenue.
Global digital consumer magazine circulation revenue will account for about 15% of global total consumer
magazine circulation revenue in 2019, according to PricewaterhouseCoopers. Consumer magazine advertising is
expected to continue its transition from print to digital; global digital consumer magazine advertising revenue is
forecast to account for 37% of global total consumer magazine ad revenue in 2019.

Advertising revenues are seasonal; they are typically higher in the fourth quarter to higher consumer holiday
spending activity and a corresponding increase in demand among advertisers to reach audiences during this
period. Cash flow can vary for magazines that depend heavily on single-issue sales. Companies that own
presses may have high capital investments. The working capital turnover ratio for the industry in the US is
about 15%. Because of rapid advances in publishing technology, some publishers regularly upgrade their
computer systems. The industry is capital-intensive: average annual revenue per worker in the US is about
$370,000.

Working Capital Turnover by Company Size

The working capital turnover ratio, also known as working capital to sales, is a measure of
how efficiently a company uses its capital to generate sales. Companies should be
compared to others in their industry.

 

 

Regulation

The magazine industry is sensitive to changes in tax, postage, and copyright regulations. Because magazine
publishers sell or rent their customer lists, they're subject to regulations regarding consumer privacy,
telemarketing, and email marketing. The industry opposes efforts to impose state sales taxes on subscriptions
and state initiatives to simplify tax systems.

Finance & Regulation

Financial industry data provided by MicroBilt Corporation collected from 32 different data sources and represents
financial performance of over 4.5 million privately held businesses and detailed industry financial benchmarks of
companies in over 900 industries (SIC and NAICS). More data available by subscription or single report
purchase at www.microbilt.com/firstresearch.
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Worldwide revenue for the consumer magazine market, a major component of the magazine publishing industry,
is about $95 billion, according to PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC). The US is the largest consumer magazine
market. Major companies based outside the US include Arnoldo Mondadori Editore (Italy), Bauer Media Group
(Germany), Gruner + Jahr (Germany), and Sanoma (Finland).

Growing middle classes in India and Mexico are driving consumer magazine growth in these countries.
Significantly, print continues to grow there, as more consumers buy lifestyle magazines and titles focused on
luxury goods. Trade magazines are expected to benefit from growing economies in Peru and China, as well as
Turkey, Argentina, and Vietnam, according to PwC. Economic growth in these countries is leading companies to
turn to business titles to increase their knowledge of competitors and developments in their fields.

A major industry challenge is to compensate for the losses of print revenue by significantly increasing revenue
from both digital subscriptions and digital advertising. The consumer magazine market overall is expected to
return to growth in 2016, driven by an increase in digital revenues, according to PwC. However, such growth will
remain small (less than 1% to 2019), with print circulation and advertising revenue continuing to decline.

Many magazines with global distribution publish issues in multiple languages and with content tailored to the
readership. The use of digital technologies to produce content and the use of the Web to display it have
increased the need for international standards. The fact that Web readers may be anywhere in the world
affects magazines' content, coverage, and staffing in other countries.

In the US, magazine publishers are concentrated in California,  New York,  Florida, and Texas.  New York,
California, and New Jersey constitute the highest revenue-generating states for publishers.

Magazine employees' average hourly wages in the US are significantly higher than the national average. The
annual personnel turnover rate for the information sector, including magazine publishing, is moderately lower
than the national average. Magazine industry workers in the US have a significantly lower injury rate than the
national average.

Industry Employment Growth
Bureau of Labor Statistics

Average Hourly Earnings & Annual Wage Increase
Bureau of Labor Statistics

Regional Highlights
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Demand: Tied to consumer income
Need marketing expertise
Risk: Cuts in ad spending and circulation

Industry Growth Rating

How does the company mitigate downturns in advertising by major customers?
Advertising accounts for the bulk of magazine publisher revenue.

What strategies does the company use to increase circulation?
Total industry circulation revenue has slowly declined in the past decade.

What impact does customer consolidation have on the company's ability to set prices?
Consolidation among distributors, retailers, ad agencies, and suppliers has left many magazine publishers with
little power for price negotiation, with smaller profit margins, and fewer sources to buy paper from.

How do bar coding and other marking technologies benefit the company?
Bar coding allows retailers and publishers to track magazine sales just like any other stock item, allowing more
sophisticated product selection.

What plans does the company have to expand its product line?
Established publishing companies have low entry barriers for creating new magazines.

What opportunities or challenges does the company see in catering to marketers?
Audiences are consuming more and more content on mobile devices such as e-readers, smartphones, and
tablets. For example, Time Inc.

What is the company's content marketing strategy?
Most business-to-business marketers rated their content marketing strategy level as less than "mature,"
according to a recent industry survey.

How many magazines does the company publish?
Most companies publish more than one.

How large is the circulation for the company's magazines?
The rate base is the circulation that publishers guarantee to advertisers.

To what extent does the company use an audit service to verify circulation?
Many companies use the Alliance for Audited Media (AAM).

Call Prep Questions

Conversation Starters

Quarterly Industry Update
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Does the company produce mainly consumer or trade (and professional) magazines?
Trade magazines often have lower circulation than consumer, but there are more of them.

What percentage of circulation revenues is from subscriptions, from single-copy sales?
The mix can be very different for different magazines.

What percentage of total revenue comes from circulation, from advertising?
For most consumer magazines, advertising is the largest source of revenue.

How does the company determine the mix of advertising and editorial content in its magazines?
The average for consumer magazines is 50% for each.

How often does the company rent its subscriber list?
This is a modest source of extra revenue for many publishers.

How large an editorial staff does the company have?
Editorial expenses are often the smallest cost for publishers.

How many magazines does the editorial staff produce?
This is usual if the company has a string of small trade magazines.

How many printing presses, if any, does the company own?
Many companies now use third-party printers.

How does the company distribute its magazines?
Postal Service is usual for subscriptions; national distributors for consumer magazines.

How would increased postage costs impact the company?
Magazines with a high proportion of subscription readers would be most affected.

Who is the company's target audience?
Audience is often defined in demographic terms (such as 18-to-35-year-old males).

How often does the company conduct market research to identify its readership?
A well-defined readership is more attractive to advertisers.

To what extent has the magazine tried to expand to overseas markets?
Most big or popular magazine publishers enter foreign markets under license deals or via a joint venture with
suitable local partners.

What types of advertisers buy space in the company's magazines?
The largest advertisers in consumer magazines are makers and sellers of cosmetics/toiletries and
drugs/remedies.

How does the company find new subscribers?
Advertising, direct mail, and point-of-sale promotion are the main marketing tools.

How important is telemarketing to the magazine's marketing strategy?
The FTC has proposed several amendments to telemarketing laws, which limit magazine sales and marketing
strategies.

How much of a discount off the cover price does the company give distributors?
Distributors typically buy magazines at a discount from the cover price.

How often does the company pay large retailers for favorable display space?
This practice has become more common in recent years.

What impact do consumer privacy regulations have on the company's subscription operations?
Because magazine publishers sell or rent their customer lists, they're subject to regulations regarding consumer
privacy, telemarketing, and email marketing.

To what extent has the company expanded its operations abroad?
The use of digital technologies to produce content and the use of the Web to display it have increased the need
for international standards.

Is the company independent or part of a larger corporation?
Magazine publishers are being absorbed into larger media companies.

Customers, Marketing, Pricing, Competition

Regulations, R&D, Imports and Exports

Organization and Management



To what extent are editorial offices separate from business offices?
Editorial offices must sometimes be located in big cities to attract appropriate employees.

How reliant is the company on freelance contributors?
Most magazines contract with freelancers.

How profitable has the company been in recent years?
Many publishers have had losses in recent years, partly as a result of the late 2000s recession.

How has circulation changed?
Nationally, magazine circulation has been flat for many years but took a dip in 2011.

How vulnerable is cash flow to seasonal fluctuations?
Advertising is usually heaviest in fourth quarter.

How do large receivables impact the company?
Advertising agencies usually pay in arrears.

To what extent has the company had to write off significant amounts of bad debt?
Many ad agencies have poor credit histories.

How does the company adjust to cyclical advertising revenues?
Advertising from large industries like cosmetics, toiletries, and food products can rise or fall sharply.

How often does the company launch new titles?
The failure rate among new publications is high.

To what extent does the company plan to buy more titles?
Consolidation of titles creates efficiencies in selling advertising space.

What sort of computer systems does the company use to create its magazines?
Most magazines are created entirely in a digital format that can be sent straight to the printer.

To what degree are Internet versions a viable alternative to the company's print offerings?
Internet versions are a growing segment of total circulation sales.

Financial Analysis

Business and Technology Strategies

Challenge: B2B Content Marketing Strategies Still Developing, Study Finds - Most business-to-business
marketers rated their content marketing strategy level as less than "mature," according to a recent report titled
B2B Content Marketing 2016: Benchmarks, Budgets, and Trends. The report, produced by Content Marketing
Institute (CMI) and MarketingProfs and sponsored by Brightcove, includes findings from a range of North
American B2B marketers. Some 36% of respondents said they use print magazines as part of their content
marketing strategy, and only 29% use digital magazines. Less than 10% of marketers rated their programs as
"sophisticated"; just 24% described them as "mature." The remainder assigned labels such as "adolescent,"
"young," or "first steps."

Industry Impact - Magazine publishers should consider adopting new content marketing strategies or developing
existing programs to boost ad revenues.

Challenge: Fewer New Titles Launch; Lucky Closes - Fewer new magazines were launched in the first half of
2015 compared to the prior year, according to new data from MediaFinder, an online database of US and
Canadian periodicals. So far this year 52 new print and 8 new digital magazines launched in the first six months
of the year, compared with 75 new titles and 18 digital titles in the first half of 2014. Net additions to the industry
have been steadily dropping for the last four years. Some key closures include Lucky, a once-popular shopping
magazine started by Conde Nast. The more than 40% decline in growth year-over-year marks the worst first half
since the recession, when in 2010 the industry reported a net gain of just three magazines. New magazine
launches in 2015 include Adventure Outdoors, Smithsonian Journeys, and Organic Life (replacing Organic
Gardening, which closed).

Industry Impact - A lack of investment in new magazine titles signals slow industry growth in both print and

Quarterly Industry Update
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digital offerings.

Opportunity: Content Marketing Drives Clicks and Revenue - In an effort to boost online revenue, magazine
publisher Reader's Digest has formed a partnership with content marketer Taboola to drive traffic between its
many websites and generate revenue via personalized content recommendations. Taboola's content marketing
platform uses algorithms to analyze real-time signals including context, geography, and social media trends to
predict what content individual users might be interested in viewing next. The Reader's Digest-sponsored links will
appear at the bottom of articles under a heading, such as "You May Like," on users' mobile and desktop devices.
When a user clicks on a link, revenue is earned and split between the two companies. The multimillion-dollar deal
with Taboola is one of the first steps Reader's Digest is taking to ramp up its digital efforts, along with
emphasizing video and native content.

Industry Impact - Magazine publishers looking to drive traffic to their digital properties and monetize content
might consider partnering with content marketing platforms.

Challenge: Tough Times for Trade Magazines - Printed trade magazines are struggling amid a long-term decline
in ad pages. By mid-2014 ad page revenue for trade publications stood at less than one-third the level recorded a
decade earlier, according to Talking New Media. Recent casualties include B2B publisher Randall-Reilly's road
building magazine Better Roads, which in early 2015 announced plans to fold as a standalone title and become
part of Equipment World, as well as the company's Total Landscape Care, which at the same time announced
plans to publish online-only. A possible contributor to trade magazines' ad revenue decline is a reluctance to
invest heavily in digital editions. Instead, many trade titles focus on events and data products.

Industry Impact - Trade magazines wishing to increase ad revenue may want to focus on enhancing their digital
presence.

4.27.2015

2.2.2015

Total US consumer spending, a driver for magazine sales, rose 0.3 percent, primarily from service expenditures,
in August 2015 compared to the same month in 2014.

US corporate profits, an indicator of corporate spending on magazine advertising, fell 0.5 percent in the second
quarter of 2015 compared to the same period in 2014.

Total US revenue for periodical publishers fell 1.9 percent in the second quarter of 2015 compared to the previous
year.

Industry Indicators

Revenue (in current dollars) for US periodical publishing, which includes magazine publishing, is forecast to grow
at an annual compounded rate of 3% between 2015 and 2019, based on changes in physical volume and unit
prices. Data Published: September 2015

Industry Forecast



First Research forecasts are based on INFORUM forecasts that are licensed from the Interindustry Economic
Research Fund, Inc. (IERF) in College Park, MD. INFORUM's "interindustry-macro" approach to modeling the
economy captures the links between industries and the aggregate economy. Forecast FAQs

Changes in the economic environment that may positively or negatively affect industry growth.

Data provided by First Research analysts and reviewed annually

Consumer Spending Change in overall level of consumer spending on goods and services

Technology Innovation Advances in science and technology, including information technology

Industry Drivers

Dependence on Advertising - Advertising accounts for the bulk of magazine publisher revenue. Demand for
advertising is highly dependent upon the strength of the economy, and the growth in alternative media has
increased the competition for ad dollars. The majority of magazine ad spending is by major consumer brands in
categories such as retail, health and beauty, automotive, and food and drugs, making magazine publishers
susceptible to downturns in those industries. The top two categories for ad spending are toiletries/cosmetics and
apparel/accessories.

Paid Circulation Slows - Total industry circulation revenue has slowly declined in the past decade. Magazines
aren't a growth industry, although they continue to remain relevant in reaching actively involved readers.
Circulation consists of both subscription and single-copy (newsstand) sales. Retail magazine sales in the US and
Canada declined considerably in the first three months of 2015, according to the Magazine Information Network.

Critical Issues

Customer, Supplier Consolidation - Consolidation among distributors, retailers, ad agencies, and suppliers has
left many magazine publishers with little power for price negotiation, with smaller profit margins, and fewer
sources to buy paper from. Increased consolidation among major advertisers can depress the level of
advertising spending. Publishers that license ancillary products are additionally vulnerable to retail consolidation.
Likewise, as paper manufacturers consolidate, magazine publishers may be forced to pay higher prices for paper
supplies.

Internet Competition - Magazines face increasing competition from online media and entertainment. Most blogs
are free to access, and those that feature quality writing appeal to loyal, targeted consumers who are valuable to
advertisers. These Internet publications attract audiences who are no longer willing to pay for content, and sales
of magazines through subscriptions and at the newsstand could decline as a result.

Vulnerability to Postal Rate Increases - As one of the largest commercial users of the postal service, the
magazine industry is vulnerable to periodic rate increases. Under political pressure to keep first-class mail rates
low, the US Postal Service will likely raise magazine rates again in the next few years. In addition, the
government is considering ending Saturday postal delivery, which could impact publishers.

Business Challenges

Growth of Multimedia Companies - Many magazines are now published by media companies that also own
newspapers and TV and radio stations, which can give advertisers a complete selection of media outlets. Even

Business Trends



publishers that remain independent have generally increased the number of titles they own to be able to offer
advertisers a larger selection of demographic groups. Magazines account for less than 10% of the global ad
spend, far behind TV, according to ZenithOptimedia.

Changes in Magazine Distribution System - Historically, national magazine distributors delivered single-copy
products to regional and local distributors, who in turn delivered magazines to retail outlets, owned display racks,
and provided stocking services. The rapid growth of large retailers like Wal-Mart and giant drug and food chains
prompted retailers to contract directly with national distributors rather than with a host of local ones. Hundreds of
distributors have gone out of business in the last few years. Retailers now demand, and frequently get, a larger
percentage of the magazine sales dollar, and in many cases, are now paid directly by large publishers that want
their publications displayed on store racks.

Digital Versions - Magazines that want online distribution are increasingly opting for digital, rather than special
Web versions edited for the Internet. Digital versions are not websites but are downloadable data files with
software tools to help readers navigate the text. Since the text is unchanged from the original print version, no
additional writing or editing is involved.

Better Retail Distribution Practices - Bar coding allows retailers and publishers to track magazine sales just like
any other stock item, allowing more sophisticated product selection. Magazines traditionally were sold without
regard to customer demographics at each retail outlet, partly because deciding which magazines to display was
made by distributors, not retailers. As magazine sales have become a greater source of profit to retailers,
retailers have taken a greater role in deciding which magazines will sell best at individual locations.

More Specialized Magazines - Established publishing companies have low entry barriers for creating new
magazines. The startup cost for a new magazine publication is fairly small for an existing publisher that already
has staff and production and distribution capabilities. By probing for underserved consumer niches, publishers
can deliver a tightly targeted group of readers to advertisers. Production improvements also mean that publishers
of mass circulation magazines can insert ads into issues received by specific subgroups of readers.

Mobile-Optimized Content - Audiences are consuming more and more content on mobile devices such as
e-readers, smartphones, and tablets. For example, Time Inc. reported that in 2014 unique visitors exclusively
from mobile devices increased more than 90% year-over-year. Magazine publishers may want to increase mobile
content, including video, social media activity, and apps, to reach more readers and gain more ad revenue.

Magazine Significant in Marketing Mix - Among all marketing media, magazine advertising is one of the most
effective in the marketing mix. A study by the MPA shows the tremendous impact of magazines in marketing:
magazines generate a far lower cost-per-impact for brand familiarity than TV or the Internet. Increased spending
in magazines increases the effectiveness of trade promotion. Brands with a higher percentage of magazines in
the media mix experience a substantially higher return on their overall investment.

Industry Opportunities

Competing for Advertiser Revenue
Ads account for about half of US magazine industry revenue, making ad revenue a significant concern. Due to
the trend toward better-targeted ad placement, magazine publishers compete for ad dollars primarily by delivering
readers in a demographic that marketers want to reach. Magazines account for less than 10% of the global ad
spend, far behind TV, according to ZenithOptimedia.

Reaching Profitable Reader Segments
Total US industry revenue from circulation – sales of subscriptions and single copies – has been flat for years,
and the annual number of magazine sales plunged to its lowest level in a decade in 2012. These trends are a
concern, since revenue from paid circulation is second to advertising, and because advertisers want to reach
potential buyers. To better attract and retain profitable reader segments, publishers extensively research markets
and measure circulation, and as necessary, redesign, retarget or rename magazines, or introduce new titles.

Managing High Accounts Receivable

Executive Insight

Chief Executive Officer - CEO

Chief Financial Officer - CFO



Many magazine CFOs carry high accounts receivable, mainly from ad agencies, the dominant source of industry
revenue. Ad agencies have poor credit histories, pay in arrears, and place large numbers of ads in fourth quarter,
contributing to seasonal cash flow issues for many publishers.

Restructuring to Improve Margins
US magazine industry revenue is flat; advertising declined during the late 2000s recession, and consolidation of
distributors, retailers, ad agencies, and paper suppliers has affected margins and circulation. Most companies
periodically analyze each magazine title and may recommend cost-cutting, restructuring, layoffs, or eliminating
unprofitable titles.

Improving Data Collection
Accurate and extensive data collection is a key asset for magazine publishers, because it helps sell advertising,
acquire shelf space at retailers, and better target consumers. Reader demographic data attract advertisers to
magazines that reach targeted audiences. In addition, many business magazines sell information from their own
databases and industry data they gather through reader surveys. A leading publisher's consumer database may
contain hundreds of data items for millions of consumers.

Using Multimedia Technology to Increase Readership and Revenue
By implementing online and multimedia technologies, publishers can attract new readers, develop additional
revenue streams, and bypass distributors. A publisher's online revenue-generating plans may include subscriber
acquisition, e-commerce, pay-per-click advertising, and lead generation. In addition, digital technology enables
publishers to easily develop and deliver customized issues to different geographies or demographics of readers,
a capability that appeals to advertisers.

Recruiting and Keeping Key Editorial Staff
Creative and business-savvy top editors can make or break a magazine’s appeal to readers and advertisers.
Getting and keeping key editors is a major concern of magazine publishers and their HR management. With
consolidation at the top and relatively flat revenue for a decade, the industry experiences fierce competition for
top editors. HR professionals help executive management understand what incentives appeal to high-level
editors, so as to better negotiate, hire, and retain them.

Staffing for New Technologies and International Markets
Web technology makes reaching international markets easy and unavoidable, challenging HR departments.
Recruiters need to find people with traditional editorial and publishing know-how, who are also adept at technology,
and in many cases, speak multiple languages and understand multiple cultures. For US hardcopy magazines with
international distribution, the challenge may extend to country- or language-specific content, coverage, and
staffing in other countries.

Increasing “Sales Efficiency” Rates
Because industry revenue and circulation have been flat for a decade, sales management of many magazines
struggle to improve “sales efficiency” – the percentage of magazines sold. Publishers try to boost subscriptions
or single-copy sales or both, depending on a specific magazine’s distribution mix.

Delivering Highly Qualified Audiences to Advertisers
Magazine marketing management must keep a pulse on the changing needs of advertisers and readers, and
marketing VPs fund extensive market research to do so. As advertising is typically about half of a magazine’s
revenue, accurately defining reader demographics and interests is vital to delivering advertisers a highly qualified
audience of potential buyers. Marketers also use research to recommend how their editorial staff can improve
and focus content, which in turn can help appeal to specific groups of advertisers, such as the top spenders:
cosmetics/toiletries and drugs/remedies.

Chief Information Officer - CIO

Human Resources - HR

VP Sales/Marketing - Sales

What advantages or challenges does the company have competing for ad revenue?
Magazines compete for ad dollars, which comprise about half of industry revenue, mainly by delivering readers in
marketers' targeted demographics.

What strategies does the magazine use to reach profitable reader segments?

Executive Conversation Starters

Chief Executive Officer - CEO



Publishers extensively research markets and measure circulation, and as necessary, redesign, retarget, or
rename magazines, or introduce titles.

What challenges does the magazine have managing high accounts receivable?
Ad agencies have poor credit histories, pay in arrears, and place large numbers of ads in fourth quarter,
contributing to seasonal cash flow issues.

What strategies does the company use to improve margins?
Most companies periodically analyze each magazine title and may recommend cost-cutting, restructuring,
layoffs, or eliminating unprofitable titles.

What plans does the company have to improve data collection, especially of reader demographics?
Data collection is a key asset for magazine publishers, because it helps sell advertising, acquire shelf space at
retailers, and better target consumers.

What benefits can the company derive from implementing online and multimedia technologies?
Digital technologies enable online subscriber acquisition, e-commerce, pay-per-click advertising, lead generation,
and product customization.

What challenges does the company have recruiting and keeping top editors?
Publishers competing for top editors need to understand what incentives appeal to high-level staff, so as to
better negotiate, hire, and retain them.

How do new technologies and international markets affect staffing strategies?
Recruiters look for people who have traditional publishing skills, experience with current technology, and an
understanding of multiple languages and cultures.

What strategies does the company have to increase the percentage of magazines sold?
Many magazines struggle to improve “sales efficiency” – the percentage of magazines sold – by increasing
subscriptions or single-copy sales or both.

What methods does the company use to deliver highly qualified audiences to advertisers?
Publishers accurately define reader demographics and interests, and then improve and focus content accordingly
to get and keep readers.

Chief Financial Officer - CFO

Chief Information Officer - CIO

Human Resources - HR

VP Sales/Marketing - Sales

Quick Ratio by Company Size

The quick ratio, also known as the acid test ratio, measures a company's ability to meet short-term obligations
with liquid assets. The higher the ratio, the better; a number below 1 signals financial distress. Use the quick ratio
to determine if companies in an industry are typically able to pay off their current liabilities.
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Current Liabilities to Net Worth by Company Size

The ratio of current liabilities to net worth, also called current liabilities to equity, indicates the amount due
creditors within a year as a percentage of stockholders' equity in a company. A high ratio (above 80 percent) can
indicate trouble.

 

 

Data Period: 2014 Last Update October 2015

Table Data Format Mean

 

Company Size All Large Medium Small

Size by Revenue   Over $50M $5M - $50M Under $5M

Financial industry data provided by MicroBilt Corporation collected from 32 different data sources and represents financial performance of over
4.5 million privately held businesses and detailed industry financial benchmarks of companies in over 900 industries (SIC and NAICS). More
data available by subscription or single report purchase at www.microbilt.com/firstresearch.

Financial industry data provided by MicroBilt Corporation collected from 32 different data sources and represents financial performance of over
4.5 million privately held businesses and detailed industry financial benchmarks of companies in over 900 industries (SIC and NAICS). More
data available by subscription or single report purchase at www.microbilt.com/firstresearch.

COMPANY BENCHMARK INFORMATION

NAICS: 51112



Company Count 5604 37 326 5241

 

Income Statement

Net Sales 100% 100% 100% 100%

Gross Margin 60.5% 61.0% 59.7% 60.9%

Officer Compensation 2.8% 2.6% 2.7% 3.1%

Advertising & Sales 1.7% 1.8% 1.7% 1.6%

Other Operating Expenses 54.0% 54.8% 53.4% 53.8%

Operating Expenses 58.5% 59.1% 57.8% 58.6%

Operating Income 2.0% 1.8% 1.9% 2.3%

Net Income 0.5% 0.3% 0.5% 0.7%

 

Balance Sheet

Cash 9.7% 9.4% 9.8% 10.4%

Accounts Receivable 24.2% 22.9% 25.5% 24.6%

Inventory 2.1% 2.0% 2.3% 2.0%

Total Current Assets 52.9% 50.6% 55.0% 53.9%

Property, Plant & Equipment 12.7% 11.6% 13.7% 13.1%

Other Non-Current Assets 34.4% 37.8% 31.3% 33.0%

Total Assets 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Accounts Payable 5.4% 5.3% 5.6% 5.3%

Total Current Liabilities 21.1% 21.3% 21.4% 20.3%

Total Long Term Liabilities 37.3% 37.7% 36.6% 37.8%

Net Worth 41.6% 41.0% 42.1% 41.9%

 

Financial Ratios

(Click on any ratio for comprehensive definitions)

Quick Ratio 1.96 1.85 1.99 2.10

Current Ratio 2.51 2.37 2.57 2.66

Current Liabilities to Net Worth 50.8% 52.0% 50.9% 48.4%

Current Liabilities to Inventory x10.20 x10.82 x9.47 x10.39

Total Debt to Net Worth x1.41 x1.44 x1.38 x1.39

Fixed Assets to Net Worth x0.30 x0.28 x0.33 x0.31

Days Accounts Receivable 47 49 49 43

Inventory Turnover x35.75 x34.19 x34.11 x41.63

Total Assets to Sales 54.0% 58.3% 52.7% 48.8%

Working Capital to Sales 17.2% 17.1% 17.7% 16.4%



Accounts Payable to Sales 2.9% 3.1% 3.0% 2.6%

Pre-Tax Return on Sales 0.8% 0.6% 0.8% 1.2%

Pre-Tax Return on Assets 1.4% 1.0% 1.4% 2.4%

Pre-Tax Return on Net Worth 3.4% 2.3% 3.4% 5.6%

Interest Coverage x1.11 x0.92 x1.15 x1.47

EBITDA to Sales 6.7% 7.0% 6.4% 6.9%

Capital Expenditures to Sales 4.6% 4.8% 4.3% 4.5%

 

Magazine Publishers

Acquisition multiples below are calculated using at least 9 US private, middle-market (valued at less than $1 billion)

industry asset transactions completed between 2/2007 and 4/2013. Data updated annually. Last updated:

November 2014.

Valuation Multiple MVIC/Net Sales MVIC/Gross Profit MVIC/EBIT MVIC/EBITDA

Median Value 0.5 0.7 3.9 3.8

MVIC (Market Value of Invested Capital) = Also known as the selling price, the MVIC is the total consideration

paid to the seller and includes any cash, notes and/or securities that were used as a form of payment plus any

interest-bearing liabilities assumed by the buyer.

Net Sales = Annual Gross Sales, net of returns and discounts allowed, if any.

Gross Profit = Net Sales - Cost of Goods Sold

EBIT = Operating Profit

EBITDA = Operating Profit + Noncash Charges

Financial industry data provided by MicroBilt Corporation collected from 32 different data sources and represents financial performance of over
4.5 million privately held businesses and detailed industry financial benchmarks of companies in over 900 industries (SIC and NAICS). More
data available by subscription or single report purchase at www.microbilt.com/firstresearch.

ECONOMIC STATISTICS AND INFORMATION

Change in Producer Prices - Bureau of Labor Statistics

VALUATION MULTIPLES



SOURCE: Pratt's Stats, 2014 (Portland, OR: Business Valuation Resources, LLC). Used with permission. Pratt's Stats is available at
http://www.bvresources.com/prattsstats

Alberta Magazine Publishers Association
News, events, and resources.

Alliance for Audited Media (AAM)
Industry circulation auditing company.

Association of Magazine Media (MPA)
News and articles.

Folio
News and articles.

MagMall
Extensive listing of magazines by category.

MediaFinder
Publisher of various magazine directories.

Industry Websites

AAM - Alliance for Audited Media

B2B - business-to-business

CPM - cost per thousand

CRMA - City and Regional Magazine Association

MPA - The Association of Magazine Media

PIB - Publishers Information Bureau

SRDS - standard rate and data service

USPS - United States Postal Service

Glossary of Acronyms


